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SUMMARY

This is a report on a 1 4 day trip to Japan, from 6th - 1 4th
October 1 990. The purpose of this travel was to participate in
the 'rnternational Symposium on Fishways t90 in Gifur. Gífu is a
province (prefecture) and a city south of Tokyo in Honshu, the
main island. A secondary objective was to see working fishpasses
in Japan. The final objective vras to visít aquaculture centres
and other "fishy" places. The travel was jointly funded by
MÀFFish and Electricorp.

My itinerary was as follows:

5th
6th
7th
8th
9th

1 0th
1 1th

Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct.
Oct:
Oct:

Travelled to Auckland
Travelled to Japan
Travelled from Tokyo to Gifu
Attended Conference
Àttended Conference
Conference field excursion
Visited two fisheries research Ínstitutes in Gifu
Prefecture, saw ayu, trout, loach culture. Saw three
fish passes. Travelled to Mie Prefecture
Gave lecture on fishpasses for native fish in New
Zealand to senior fisheries students at Tsu University.
Travelled to Freshwater Research rnstitute, saw
sturgeon, salmon, trout, carp, goldfish and native
cyprinid culture. Discussed fish genetics and loss of
lowland species in Japan. Travelled to National
Research fnstitute of Aquaculture at Nansei. Saw cage
culture of snapper, yellowtail, pufferfish. Lístened to
presentation on aquaculture in Japan and saw research
facilities.
Visited commercíal snapper farm, Toba public aquarium
and saw artificial pearl culture. Travelled to Shimizu
Stayed with Stu Hanchet and family. Visited Shimizu
public aquarium. Travelled inland and saw ayu fishing'
four fish passes plus tea, mandarin and rice growing.
went to supermarket and a shrine.
Visited National Far Seas Research rnstitute, travelled
to Sendai.
Saw four fish passes within a 200 km radius of Sendai
in company with the desi.gner.
Trave1led North to Misawa, returned to Tokyo and on to
Maebashi (Gunma Prefecture).
Visited Gunma Prefectural Fisheries Experimental
Station. Travelled to three fishpasses in the upper
reaches of the Tone River system. Travelled to Tokyo.
Saw museum/ art gallery/ Tokyo business district.
Visited Tokyo municipal fÍsh market, travelled to
Narita airport, left Japan.
Arrived Àuck1and, travelled to Rotorua.

1 2Èh Oct:

1 3th Oct:

1 4th Oct:

1sth Oct:

1 6th Oct:

17th Oct:

1 8th Oct:

19th Oct:
20th Oct:

21st Oct:



The body of this report Ís in three parts; the first
fish passes and the conference. The second part gives
aspects of aquaculture that I think may be relevant to
Zealand. FinaIIy, although it may be out of place in a
a public servant, I have tried to list ny impressions
country which is of enormous importance to New Zealand
whichr ily generation at least, is woefully ignorant.

FISHPASSES

part covers
those

New
report by

ofa
and about

A DISCUSSION ON POINTS OF FISHPASS DESIGN WHICH MAY HAVE
POTENTIÀI, FOR NEW ZEALÀND NÀTIVE FRESHWÀTER FTSH

TNTRODUCTION-FISHPASS PROBLEMS IN NE!{ ZEÀLAND

There are a lot of dams, floodgates and other obstacles blocking
the waterways of New Zealand. Unfortunately many of our native
fishes are diadromous. That is, they must migrate to and from the
sea to complete their life-cyc]e. Fishpasses promise a cost-
effective means for returning the habitat above obstacles
presently denied to these fishes.

MAF Fisheries has been involved with evaluation of fish pass
designs for a number of years. lrle now have designs suitable for
eels and those fishes which climb. What is missing is fishpass
desÍgns suitable for the swimming species; smelt, inanga t gteY
mu1let, torrent fish, bluegitled bully and black flounder.
ÀI1 these fish migrate upstream as small weakly swimming
juveniles. Limited hydraulic flume data suggest that water
velocities as low as 0.2 m.s. would be needed for the poorest
swimmers.

My primary aim in attending this conference and while travelling
around Japan, was to look for designs of fishpass that would
possibly be suitable for our small weakly swimming fishes. But my

iirst impression was that nothing really new was available. The
very fÍrst paper of the conference, by Charles Clay' covered the
basic designs of fishpass. These were the same basic designs
available from any fish pass manual. No new designs were
presented ( exceptr âs I noted with some satisfactionr RY
for the Patea Dam elver Pass).

design

Designs that do present some potential for small, weakly swimming
fish were; the Denil pass, the vertical slot pass, the orifaced
weir and the pool and weir pass. One very interesting area was
the construction of "natural stream channelst' as fish passes.
Sealing difficulties and the need for crowding, appear to
preclude fish elevators for small fish.

The following account is structured around designs which could be
suítabIe for New Zealand native freshwater fishes:
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DENIL PASSES

Denil passes can be successful at remarkably steep angles.
However the French commented that this design resulted Ín flows
too rapid for small fish or those not bent on a spawning
migration. DenÍI passes are very suitable for salmon and trout.
French designs were built on slopes from 2.3o up to 11.3o.
Baff1e shapes were either traditional with the baffles extending
across the bottom, or sÍmplÍfied (and cheaper) wÍth only side
baffles. One advantage with this design is that larger denil
passes allow canoes and kayaks downstream past small dams.
The Danes had found that denil passes on slopes up to 110 allowed
perch and tench to'pass, but nol whitefish. LÍke our grey
mullet, whitefish are the major challenge to Danish fish pass
designers.

Attaining low velocities in a denil pass depends on slopes,
baffle spacing and dÍmensions. For example. The Japanese have
built a small denil pass on a 5.3o slope on the yochida River.
This pass had mean velocities of only 0.3 m/s and allowed passage
by minnows, gobies, dace and small ayu fÍsh.
VERTICAL SLOT FISHg{AYS

One advantage of this design is that it provides the whole water
column for ascent, by both bottom and surface-travelling fish.
Vertical slot fishways can also operate over a wide range of
water levels including 1ow discharges.

The original vertical slot design was symmetrical, smaller
versions are essentially the basic design divided along the
centre line, leaving one slot per baffle (Fig 1 ). Energy
dispersion is not as efficient for these "half" desÍgns. The
three vertical slot fishways I saw were relatively large
structures but were still only "half" designs. For example the
one on the Abukuma River r4ras 64 n long, 3 m wide and
approxÍmately 1.5 m deep (rig 21. Salmon, small ayu fish and even
minnows are saíd to use these fishways in Japan. Slopes ranged
from 3.4 up to 50. Vetocities at the slots ianged between O.g
1.34 m.s.-'. My impression v¡as that surface velocities at least,
were higher than quoted. It was obvious that flow accelerated
down the pass and I asked whether gradually decreasing the slope
in the rower sectÍons wourd reduce this. For what it is worth, r
was told that fish swim better when they first entered the pass
and that slow flow would only encourage them to linger where
predators could get thern.

Lower gradient, more efficient baffles (twÍn slots?) and perhaps
changes in slope are all approaches whÍch would reduce flow rates
in vertical slot fishways.
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FIG 1 Basi: des i gns
fi shways

for vertical slot

FIG 2 5ìngìe slot verlical slot fishways
ìn Japan

t
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ORIFACED WEIR FISHPASSES

The most interesting designs for this type of fish pass came from
China. Fish passes are needed on Chinese rivers for fingerling
carp to migrate upstream. These small carp have a relatively low
swimming and jumping abilíty. The solution was to build a
channel with a combined trapezoidal-rectangular cross-section.
Drag against the sloping sides provides a shallow, low flow area
for smaller fish. Àlternating baffles at 45 cm spacings, which
did not extend fuIly across the channel were used. However, flow
measurements indicate that very slow rates have not been achieved
(Fig 3). For a 0.70 slope the lowest water velocities were 0.36
À7"-""'the sloped edges. Water velocities were up to 0.981 *."-1
through the main slots.

Obvious methods for further reducing flow rates would be to
increase channel roughness both by further reducing slope on the
channel sides and to increase roughness by half embedding stones
in the concrete during construction (Fig 41. More complex
baffles such as those used in vertical slot fishways, would also
be likely to reduce ftows down the central sguare cross section.

POOL AND WEIR FISH PASSES

Most fish passes in Central and Southern Japan are primarily
designed for the ayu fish (pl-ecogTossus altivel-isl, a small
diadromous salmonid (Fig 5). Pool and weir passes are normally
built for these fish (rig 6). The problem area with thÍs design
are the weirs (rig 7'). This is where high velocities occur, often
greater than the swimming speed of the fish. It is expected that
ayu fish will leap over this area. Both ayu fish and salmon are
good at leaping ( I collected several scientific papers dealing
specifically with the leaping ability of strains of ayu fish).
But f do not think our swimming native fish species have anything
like this leaping ability. Pool and weir passes could only be
relevant for native fish if laminar flow no greater than perhaps
1.0 m.s-1 could be maintained over weirs no more than 30 mm

high. Burst swimming for 10-15 secs would then be adequate to
get fish over the weirs.

The most extreme pool and weir pass I saw was built close to the
sea on the Naruse River (Fig 8). The aim of this pass was to let
50 60 m¡n long juvenile ayu upstream past, a rice irrigation
barrage. PooI and weir^passes for larger ayu fÍsh normally have
an inclination of 4 - 6u but this one was 1 35 m long for a
vertical rise of only 2.3 m (an inclination of 1u). There were
38 pools; the weirs have alternating notches and each weir rises
only 6 cm above the last (Fig 9). When operatipg, water velocity
over the weirs is said to be less than 1.0 m.s-'' I am confident
that this fish pass design would allow smelt and whitebait
upstream although the cost of constructing such a pass would be
excessive for any sizeable obstacle.

)
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The barrage itself was also relatively environmentally benign.
It was an inflatable butyl rubber tube anchored across the bottom
of the rÍver. When water is needed it is inflated, a dam is
formed and the fish pass functions. Over autumn and winter it is
deflated allowing salmon and other migrants to pass without
hindrance. Fig 1 0 shows an inflatable da¡ir when water is not
required. There was some concern that intermittent floods would
cause this fish pass to become silted up when it was lying
unused.

The basic pool and weir design has been widely modified. The
Norwegians have had considerable success building lengthy pool
and weir passes to take trout past hydroelectric schemes. Their
weir design has a simple sguare central notch (Fig 1 1 ) . rn
contrast the Japanese place a square notch on one side of their
weirs and most commonly stagger the notches to increase the
dÍstance water has to travel (Fig 12). Notches come Ín various
shapes, from semicircular to rectangular (the most common).
Shape of the notch nappe has been scrutinised. One paper which
focused on that point decided that the optimum shape for a nappe
ís a slope inclined at 600 cutting back 1 0 cm into a 30 cm thick
weir.

Further development involves orifices through the weirs to take
most of the flow (Fig 121. This is a controversial topic in
Japan. one paper claimed that flow from the orifices causes
confusion to the fish and increases the time to clear each pool
(Fig 13). Orifices are normally set on the opposite side to the
notch and may be directed downward into deep pools to Íncrease
energy dissipation on the bottom. Others said that having
notches and orifices all on the same side of the weir sped up
fish passage. A horizontal baffle on the upstream lip of the
notch was considered useful to reduce streaming flow over the
notches.

The Chinese used submerged square orÍfaces on one fish pass
desÍgn with 45o slopes in towards the upstream oriface surfaces.

An interesting Dutch design avoided high velocities and plunging
flow at the weir by having a double weir and infilling wíth
stones (Fig 14). This would be more like a natural riffle. It
was also suggested that lining the fish pass with stones would
reduce flow velocities (Fig 15). Pil-lars to shelter fish from
the flow before jumping over the weir were also described (Fig
1s).

Operating these fish passes in forested areas posed problems of
continual maintenance as sticks and leaves tended to block the
orífaces (Fig 16). One observation by my Japanese guides was that
retention of coarse sand in the bottom of pools is a sign that
velocities are near correct.
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Àt the conference I presented a design with a ramp on the front
face of each weir to orient small fish into the flow (fig 171 -

My observations suggested that abrupt changes in flow direction
aË water moved ovei and down the weir knocked whitebait and other
small fishes back at even low water velocities. One of the
French delegation was interested in tríaling this idea for small
fishes.

ENTRÄNCE DESIGN

I saw lengthy and obviously costly fish passes in Japan that were
unsuccessiul-because of poor entrance design (Fig 18). Entrance
design was also a recurring theme at the conference.

A summary of the essential requirements for entrances were :

1. FIow from the entrance shoul-d be a significant proportion of
the total flow. Various methods were described including
separate channels and pipes to carry attractÍon water to the físh
pa-=" entrance. The ultimate was to simpJ-y build entire weírs as
ä series of small stepped weirs, a whole river físh pass.

2. Fish naturally congregate at the base of the obstacle at the
point where that species is unable to swim further. The
îelocities at this point will be greater for powerful swimmers
such as salmon than for smal-I fishes. Therefore fish pass
entrances sited immediately downstream of very high velocities
with a slack water or back eddy area along the bank running into
the fish pass entrance are tikely to be successful (Fig 19).

Placing the entrance in the correct position, right besÍde the
obstacÍe, reguires either dog-Iegging the pass (Fig 20) or
ramping t.te pass back into the reservoir. Passes extending well
dowñ stream past the obstacle are conmonly failures (Fig 21).

3. Early Japanese weir designs posed few problems f9t fish
passage bãcause they were V shaped or angled_across the river
?rig izl. These shápes resulted in a defined channel which led
fisñ to the fish pass entrance. In contrast modern structural
materials (reinfoiced concrete) allow minÍmal structures at right
angles to the flow. The result is that there is no defined
chánnel and the fish are not concentrated at one point. On

barrage weirs, which can be very wide, the problem can be
partiãtty overcome by designating gates beside the fish pass
èntrance as primary gates. This is where the fish wiII
congregate iñ normãI flows. On fixed crest weirs the weir crest
can be notched beside the fish pass to concentrate flow in this
area (Fig 231.

Directing the fish pass flow into the congregatiol zoîe at ríght
angles tó tne river flow is thought to help fish distinguish the
fi;h pass entrance. As these areas are usually complex eddy and

I
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turbulence zones I am unsure of this point. CertaÍnly the
Russians reco¡nmend that flow from the fish pass should be aligned
with the river flow. Up to 15t. of the maÍn flow is thought
necessary to help fish recognise the fish pass flow. I also saw
deep channels built through shelvíng concrete banks, intended to
lead fish to the fish pass entrance.

EXIT DESTGN

Pool and weÍr fish passes are also sensitive to fluctuations in
the head level. fn Japan adjustmenÈs were made using a series of
línked weirs hinged on the bottom, pivoting either upstream or
downstream. Àdjustment of these weirs was either by cables and
winch or hydraulically. If water levels in the reservoir were
hÍgh fish could be confronted with a final series of simple flat
weirs that were considerably higher and with very different flow
characteristics to the carefully designed weirs below (FÍg 24').
Àdjustable weirs either tilt forwards or backwards, obviously
this tilt can make a considerable difference to the flow pattern.

An alternative approach to head level fluctuatÍons is a floating
exit. Àn eel pass design using a chute lined with stones with a
floatÍng exit was on dÍsp1ay at the trades exhibition at the
conference. An American design for a PVC pipe salmon fry pass
also used a floating exit (Fig 25). One Japanese paper described
a pool and weir pass for a large dam which used a hinged flume
section of pool and weir pass for level adjustnent at the exit.
The design looked expensive, complex and difficult to seal (to my
biologist's eyes).

"NATURÀL" CHÀNNELS

Man made fish passes have two basic components; a flume or
channel usually of concrete or metal to conduct water and some
sort of series of baffle or weir to slow the water. No matter how
efficient and subtle their design, baffles invariably concentrate
flow and result in areas of high water velocity. The smooth
concrete of the rest of the structure also fails to slow water
appreciably. A completely different approach to reducing water
velocities is to create a "natural" channel. Lining the channel
wíth rocks creates an infinite series of rrminibaffles". There are
no poÍnts where flow is constricted around major hydrautic
features such as artificial baffles.
fn Denmark trapezoidal cross-section channels (often with a
rounded bottom section) are used. The slope is normally 10-20
per 1000 (0.6 1.1o) (Fig 261. Surfaces aie covered in stones
(150-300 run across) with 500 run wide stones placed at intervals
to provide resting areas. Whitefish, a species unable to use
denil or pool and weir passes, are able to use these natural
channels.

L
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Measured'Water Velocities fo¡ the Final Design Scheme

FIG 3 Cross sectjon and baffle for combined trapezoidal-rectanguìar
cross-section fish pass.

FIG 4 Surface roughening
with stones

The Fish Pass Designed bo Imitabe

Nat,ural SLone

FIG 5 Ayu fìsh
lP.Løco glo 
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FIG 9 Weìr shape on low head fish pass

FIG 10 Inflatable rubber dam in deflated
posì ti on. Al I owì ng easy fi sh access .

FiG 11 Norwegian f.ish ladder

Water discharge 0.5 m3/s

Typical profiie of a

Norwegian fish ladder

300 - 500 cm

Baffre Ah =

wall (concrete)

75 - '100 cm

þso - oo4

CrosssectionA-A
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IASS

FIG 15 Reducing water velocìties through pool and weir fishpasses

A plan with pillar
for easy migration

FIG 17

Large roughness

on side wall

A type of fishwav

covered with stones

FIG 16 Woody debris jn a small pool
and lveir pass - note that
chok'i ng the orif aces wou l d
change the hydraulìc performance

Possible pool diñensionsi

re!trn9 ¡re¿ under

AflO IEIR FISHPASS FOR 5HÁLL SHIMÍIilG ilAIIVE FISH

;h

20h long r
30h rìde t
20h deeo

Ramp to orient
smal I fi shes
into flow through
pool and we'ir pass

Rmo ofìent3 fish inlo
gr¿¿u¡lly r¡cre¡5ing f lor

make uneven
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Pooriy sited fìsh pass
entrance which fish are
unable to locate
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The fisìrwa1'were provided at the both sides oî the

rafting channel nhich rlas constructed in the cenler
of the weir. The raft ing channel flow served to guid
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Fic-1 Plane Dra'*'ing of Yohai Ileadworks(l9li)
The lreir bodl'' is lnade in srone works.trhile the fish
wa¡,and rafting channel are made in concrere lrorks'
The f ishr';ay is pr0vided on the e:ttens ion l ine of
fish nigrat ion roule froln tlonnstrealn for their eas-v

-.ä ..ra '\
lks . w it I

.a ladder rvhose entrarìc is directly lin-
ked uirh f ish nr igration roure in the
river course. (Ìravigation channel servs

for fishual'as rvell.)
apÞ¡oach.-t.o tlte ladder.

tIG 22 Ear'ly Japanese wejr designs r1h'ich facilìtated f ish passage
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Fryway To provide juveniJ-e coho passage i¡rto a n¡über of sloughs a¡rd beaver ¡nnds
ã portable¿ inexpensive fr1ruay as shown in Figure 4 was developed¡ tested and
cor¡structed. Providing depa-ndabJ.e r:pstream passage for fry into beaver porrds rust
cor¡sider unique conditior¡s. Ttre ¡rcnd nater surface cãn varlt cor¡siderably with
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FIG 25 (Top)

PVC pipe pass for salmon fry

FIG 26

A "natural" channel fìshPass

t¿ t|JcH ErSs|.Js.{ Ptæ--
AOJu3rAøt-E.- ,a%- =</. -
So?POLÍÉD 6f FaATs

Fig. 4. Fryvay

changes in flo ability of fry lirrlit
hydraulic condi can plug or block open
fishways. For distributed into nrarry
isolated'p'onds; ssary.

Tlee frlnmys tested in Washilgton at a variety of slopes ìlP to 353 succeasfutly
passed 3uveñi.lã coho a¡rd Èrout as snrall as 68 n¡n in length; the snraÌlest fish ca¡nble
äf passing through the frlmas r¡as not evafr:ated. Ttre f4may slope of 25? appeared
the nrost þractical; it passed 2.7 times a^s rrìany'frT as the 35t slope though only 0t9
t_ime€ gs nany as the 15t ir¡sÈatlation.- it" fishway portion of t-t¡e fryway is a .30 ¡n diareter PVC pipe r.¡ith a series of
vee-notch IreirJ inside. One end of the piçË ís submerged in the pond and attached
with a flexi-ble coupling to entrance pipe that passes through the dam and is
submerged in the tailr.¡ater of the dam. The upstream end is attached to flotation
tanks and i¡clldes an elbow with so the'exit is srrhr¡erged fuì the pond. Tt¡e flotation
is designed to raise and lower the frlway and exit and neintain a éor¡stant flow of
833 lrlsec through the frln^ray. Ttre exit successfi:Ily eli¡ri:rates plusgittg by beavers;
it cor¡sists of a 6'r m long evc pipe similar to the frlrway with nrany ronm hores
distributed t}ror:ghout it-s length a¡xit circrmference-

'The fishway channel at Holstebro under construction
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CULVERTS

À similar solution has been reached in Canada for culverts.
Culverts are specified wíth adequate size to maintaín average
stream width and cross sectional area for stream discharge during
fish mígration. Installation is as follows :

(a) Set at stream slope at site
(b) Place below stream bed leve1

(c) Back fill
(d) Top layer

be stable

to stream grade

of fill is non-uniform laid stones large enough to
during culvert design discharge.

While we are on the subject of fishpasses through culverts, a
very recent paper by C.G Clancy and D.R. Reichmuth (North
American journal of fisheries management, 1990, 10(2):244-246,
gives an excellent design for existing culverts that are too
steep and fastflowing for fish passage. These authors used a
sLeel "ladder" fixed inside the culvert, the cross members
secured large rocks placed on the upstream sides. Bedload then
infilled the bottom of the culvert between the crossmembers to
resemble a natural stream bottom. It was estimated that this
"natural" fish pass reduced the water carrying capacity of the
culvert by only 15t.

OTHER DESIGNS

The Danes have developed a pipe type eel pass similar to ours but
for small weirs only. They use coarse plastic fibre packed into
pipes rather than the brushes we use and rely on stream flow for
water supply. I was also intrigued by crab ropes. Juvenile
crabs (crablets ! ) migrating up into freshwater were assisted
through a pool and weir pass by a thick rope fixed against, one
wall. The small crabs clung to the rope and pulled themsel-ves
upstream against the flow. This technique could be useful for our
freshwater shrimps and perhaps also koura.

One approach to reducing costs for high fish passes was to build
them as a helix (Fig 271. The resulting tower requires a
relatively small area of foundation and could be manufactured as
curved sections by repeated castings from a relatively small
mould. A straight section of fish pass then connects the fish
pass tower to the reservoir
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FÍg 27 Spira1 fishways

CONCLUSIONS

None of the contributions were concerned with the problems we

face with very small upstream migrating juveniles. But Japan
does have 4 sþecies of icefish (Iike the chinese whi'tebait sold
in our shops) which migrate upstream at equivalent sizes to our
whitebait. The point was raised at the conference that ícefish
were a forgotten group of fishes when it came to físh passes.
Ryuhei Sató consiãered these fish a particular challenge and
tñought that flows down to 0.4 m.s.-' would be necessary. He

told me that a pool and weir pass perhaps 400 m long for a 3 m

obstacle (0.¿¿o-slope) would be suitable for icefish.- Not realIy
a practical approach to hydro-dams.

I think that the most promising concept for our native fishes is
natural stream channels. The contínuing series of small eddies
and slack water areas along the edge and bottoms are what small
fish naturally exploit. Construction and maintenance costs in a
natural channèI must surely be less than for an elaborate
ferroconcrete construction. Handicaps are the length of channel
needed to get past obst,acles when you are restricted to slopes of
0.6 to 1.1Õ ihere would also be problems from vandalism
(apparently unheard of in Japan), poaching, predation and
onãig.o*th of aquatic plants and algae. Where sLeeper slopes are
,tna.'óidable, low flow ãenil pass, or chinese type lateral slot
passes with sloping side walls could be investigated.
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I think that we should undertake trials of these designs so that
we have the information on hand to answer the many queries we get,
concerning fish passes for native freshwater fishes.

AQUÀCULTURE

I do not think the aquaculture I saw in Japan was very relevant
to New Zealand. Our country, climate and the entire social and
economic system is so different, that simplistic statements like
"Japanese snapper farmers make a lot of money so snapper farming
should work in New Zealand", are incorrect.

Can we enter the Japanese market with our aguacultural products?
Japan is considered the ultimate market for fish products. The
aim of aquaculture is to make money and the primary test for any
aquaculture venture is what the market is prepared to pay for the
product. I have made a list of posted prices of fish and
shellfish at Tokyo Municipal fish market on 20th October 1 990.
Aquaculture products are marked with an asterisk (*). Products
New Zealand could possibly supply are marked (NZ?).

PRICES AT TOKYO FISH MÀRKET

MOLLUSCS

PAUA (abalone)

SCALLOPS

COCKLES

MUSSELS

OYSTERS

CATEGORY

Large Live
(6" shell)

* Small Live

Large Frozen
*(NZ?)Smatl Frozen

* Live in shell
*(Nz? ) Shelted

Large (ribbed shell)
Small (different

species )

* (Nz? ) SmaII rnytilis
(alue mussel)

Pacific, very large
in shell

*(wzz) Shelled

1 700 20 .00
(box of 30)

1 500 17 .65

PRICE
Y lKc

1 4300
1 3000
1 2000
11500
11000
1 0s00

7800
6800

2000
750
750

23 00
500

s00

$NZlKG
(at BsY/$)

168.23
1s2.94
141 .18
135.29
129.41
123.s3

91 .77
80.00

23.53
8.82
8.82

27.05
5 .88

s .88
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GOOEY DUCK CLAM

SQUTD

OCTOPUS

CRUSTACEÀNS

ROCK LOBSTER (JASUS)

PRÀÍ{N (Red, Deep Sea)

PR.AWN (TIGER)

PRÀWN (SPECKLED)

SWIMMING CRÀB

Whole, fresh in shell 3800

$lhole, packed in ice 800

Live 2900
2200

ChÍlled 1 400
1200

Live-flapping *(NZ? ) 2700 each
ilust lega1 size
* (Nz? ) Ctrittea

Chilled

Larget'Normal" (rive )

*(Nz?) Chilled

Chilled

Chilled
Half crab
Frozen

1 600 each

7500
5500
5300

5000
350 0
30 00
250 0
1 s00
1 400
1200

30 00
1 400

900
750

44.71

9.40

34.12
25.88
1 6.50
1 4.00

31 .76

18.82

88.24
64.71
62.35

58.82
41 .18
35.29
29 .41
17 .65
16 .47
14.12

35.29
16 .47
10.59
8.82

FINFTSH

TUNA

RED SNAPPER

FROSTFISH

LUMPFTSH (?)

TREVALLY

Sushimi Blocks

(Giant, 10 kg+!)

Just legal

Small

7500
s000

1 800

1 500

s0o

300 0
2800
2860

1 300
1200

88.23
58.82

21 .18

17 .65

5.88

35.29
32.94
33.6s

15.29
14.12

KOREHU EQUIVALENT



PIPER

.'POTNTY NOSE'' SPRÀT

MARBLE TROUT (?)

FUGU (pUrrrnrrsH)

HERRING ROE

FLOUNDER

HALIBUT

TINY LITTLE FTSH
(CLUPEIDS E)

YELLOWTAIL

(a1so wooden

Pack of 8-9

Grey Fins
Yellow fins
(2-3 layers
both sides

Legal
Undersized

(Monstrous

Dried free

CULTURED FINFISH *

SNAPPER (x¡lzZ) 0.S 1 kg

1 800

500

6800
2200

9000

3600

3s00
21 00
1 000

1 900

s000 )
4600 )
2600 )
21s0)
2100)

2300

840
1 000

550
400

1 900
1 600
2200

Grades ?

21 .18

5.88

80.00
2s.88

1 05 .88

42.35

41 .18
24.71
11 .77

22.35

24.71

06

88
77

47
71

35
82
88

(Still twitching)
Undersized

Head onllz(Large)

0.s 1 kg

Large (3009)

(*nza)SmaII (100g)
tubs of live elvers)

27.

o

11.

6.
4.

22.
18.
25.
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FRESHWATER FISH

Salmon (*¡lZ 7)

Salmon Roe

ICE FISH 40-50 mm

(CHINESE WHITEBAIT) 50-60 MM

SMELT Large

vaccuum packed fillets 2800112209 27.00
(Norway )

Chilled Atlantic 1850

Chum (Hokkaido Sea caught)
Srnall 1850

Larger Fish (in 17.5k9 wood box) 1500
1 4s0

19.5 kg box 680
630

Styrofoam cartons 1 400
with 2-3 fish 1 350

750
550

21 .77

21 .77
17 .65
17 .06

8.00
8.00

16 .47
1 5.88
8.80
6.47

18.82

s0 .98

41 .18
38.24
35.29
29 .41

18.82
11 .77

1600

1 300/300 e

700/200 s
650 / ',
600 / ',

2500/1 ks
frozen box

1 600
1 000

One salutary point of this information is that cultured finfish
are down in the lowpriced end of the market, fetching between $5-
30/kg for the very best quatity. Presunably these lower prices
are due to better supply and the ability to play off fishfarmers
against each other. Prawns for example are being grown in bulk by
mainland China. Can the New Zealand aquacultural industry compete
these prices?. One interesting poínt is the prices paua were
fetching. This was a different species to ours, with a grey and
brown striped foot, but $168/kg!.

Ànother perhaps more relevant area of aguaculture is specific
techniques suitable for us here in New Zealand:
My partícular interest was the culture of larval animals,
particularly finfish. Therefore the following discussion is
centred around what I learned in this area.
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AYU CULTURE

Ayu or sweetfish (PJecogTossus aTtive-lis) is a herbivorous
freshwater salmonid with a life history similar to the extinct
New Zealand grayling. The juvenile stage of this annual fish is
spent in the sea. Ayu are subjected to intense fishing pressure
and have suffered through the construction of dams and weirs
across their mÍgration pathways. One response has been to rear
the juvenile stages in hatcheries and restock the upper reaches
of rivers. Ayu were first reared in captivity some 60 years ago
and the methods of large scale culture were developed by
Professor lto, 30-35 years ago at Mie University.

I visíted two hatcheries (at Gifu and Gumna prefectures), where
ayu juveniles were produced for compensation and enhancement of
the wÍId fisheries. These hatcheries also provide juveniles for
commercial farms (Fig 281, as these are unable to bear the costs
of rearing the marine larvae. Both hatcheries used very similar
methods right down to the design of the rearing tanks.

Gumna Prefecture Ayu Culture Station employs 7 staff; 3
researchers and 4 workers, to produce 1 million ayu juveniles per
annum. The hatchery cost Nzç322000 to build and has ongoing costs
of salaries, power, oil for heating the water, food and salts.
Costs are shared between 4 agencies; The National Fisheries
Agency (338), Gumna Prefectural Government (33t), Local Fisheries
CooperatÍves (232) and the Tokyo Electric Power Company (10t).

In autumn the brood stock are stripped of theÍr eggs. Both
hatcheries use the landlocked strain of ayu from Lake Biwa
because the juveniles of this freshwater adapted strain survive
welt in the hatchery environment. Gifu (which is closer to Lake
Biwa), uses wild caught spawning fish trucked to the hatchery
(rig 291. Gumna uses captive reared, pellet fed broodstock. Three
thousand fish are reared each year and they have used the same
strain for the past twenty years. Tests of the jumping ability of
these fÍsh have been used to show that there has been no loss of
vigour in this time.

All the rearíng of juvenile ayu fish is done in concrete tanks
inside large greenhouses. Both the fish and their food organisms
are grown at consider^bly higher^ temperatures than ambient over
the Japanese winter (17uC and 26vC respectively) and so oil fired
heat exchangers are also necessary.
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The adhesive eggs are stripped onto synthetic brushes and
incubated on racks in slowly flowing freshwater. Periodic
additions of malachite green solution are made to control fungal,
infections. When ready to hatch the eggs are transferred to 40 m'
tanks. Both stations operated I of these tanks. One million
Iarvae are stocked to each tank (Fig 30). The tanks are filled
with 1 /10 strength artificial seawater. The weights of chemicals
needed to make artificial seawater are as follows:

FOUR PARTS PER THOUSAND SEAWATER RECIPE FOR 4OM3

NaCI 123.8 Kg

MgSOa 31 .4 Kg

YtgCL2 23 .8 K9

CaCI2 7.0 Kg

KCI

CaCO3

The larvae are reared in artificial seawater for the first 90
days, with replacement of the water every month. Àt the end of 90
days freshwatèr is graduaJ-Iy added, taking 15 days to completely
replace the saltwater.

3.4 Kg

1.0 K9

Water quality is maintained bY
biological filters Packed with
tanks have bottoms which sloPe
protected by a monk suPPorting
screens (Fig 321.

Ayu larvae are
hatching (7mm)
Àt the end of

continual recirculation through
crushed rock (Fig 31 ). The rearing
to the centre where the outlet is
doubled fÍne stainless steel mesh

the same length as Galaxias macuJ-atus larvae at
and are very similar in shape and habits (Fig 33).

90 days they weigh 0.9g and they attain an average
weight of 49 and reach 6cm in length before release in spring.
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FIG 31

Biological filters for
rec'ircul atì ng seawater

FIG 32

Monk, screens and
central standP.iPe
ayu culture tank

FIG 33

Ayu ì arvae (30 days)

tn
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Rotifers are used as the sore food source for the first 1 5 days
and are fed for 80 days. From 15 to 50 days the diet is
supplemented with live Artemia nauplii (note. Gunma station does
not feed Artenia bub instead cultures a brackish water tolerant
strain of Moina as crustacean food). Àfter 30 days finely
powdered artíficial food is added. Àrtificial food is the sole
food after 80 days and is of very high quality, it contains 50t
físh meal. Hand held míIIs are used to dispense the artificial
food and to. control Èhe partÍcle size.

Before release the ayu juvenÍles are graded through stainless
steel wire mesh baskets (Fíg 34), slow growing and malformed fish
are discarded. Usually around 12å of the initial number of larvae
stocked will grow into acceptable fish.
Of course it is possible to produce triploid sterile ayu fish.
The recipe is to take eggs 5 miputes after fertilisation and
subject them to 30 minutãs at 00c. Triploid salmon were also
being produced at Gero. Salmon eggs are taken 20 minutes after
fertilisation and given 25 minutãã at 270c.

Disease was not a great concern at the ayu hatcheries although we
a1l had to go through footbaths before entering. Evidently the
main problem is occasional outbreaks of Vibrio. This is
controlled by adding antibiotics to the food (oxylinic acid at
20ng/kg food/dayr or sulfamonomethoxine at 1 0Omg/kg food/day or
sulfisozole or nalidixic acid see me if your ayu fish are
sick). Broodstock, particularly wild fish, carry diseases and
they are carefully kept separate from the larval rearing area.

Rotifers are cultured in 4x7x0.8m deep (22.4m3) tanks (Fig 35).
The cultures are fed daily with 2kg powdered bakers yeast and 1kg
of chlorella concentrate (note. Gifu station has dispensed with
feeding their rotifers algal concenÈrates- this contrasts with
the need of many marine fish larvae for essential fatty acids
provided by marine algae). Cultures are maintained for 2-3 months
and are harvested daily. Rotífers are Ínocutated at 100/mI and
are first harvested after a week when densities have reached
400/m1. Small type Brachionus are the only variet,y of rotifer
cultured and I cultures are maintained simultaneously. Harvesting
is by pumping the contents of the tank through a fine mesh sock
(Fig 36). Densities are reduced to 300/ml on each harvest. The
harvest of rotifers is then weighed before feeding (rig 371.
Rotifer cultures are sampled daily and counts are made under a
binocular microscope to assess densities.

For the enthusiasts amongst us, I was given the recipe for
culturing Moina in bulk. To a one tonne capacity tank add 1 509 of
the final sludge from soya (actually shouyu) sauce production.
Thís is really a crude yeast, concentrate (marmit,e ?). PIus 1509
of dried chicken manure and 309 of CaO.
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FIG 34 Baskets

gradi ng
useci for
juven'ììe ayu fìsh

FIG 35 Culturing rot.ifers
as food for aYu

I arrlae

FIG 36 Harvest'ing
rot'if ers wi th
a sock net

FIG 37 Feed'ing rotìfers
to aYu larvae
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SNAPPER FÀRMTNG

One memory whÍch will remain with me was the sight of some brood
stock snapper held at a commercial farm. These fish r¡¡ere held in
a deep concrete tank within a building. They were kept under
conditions of temperature control (both heating and chilling) and
photoperiod control. These 5kg+ fish were Sth generation captive
stock and were in beautiful condition. Eggs are produced by
natural spawning and are then simply collected at the tank
outlet.

This commercial snapper farm produced fingerlings for other
farmers to ongrow. Techniques used seemed pretty standard, with
Iots of tanks, rotifer and artemia cultures.

I did have an illuminating discussion with Azeta-san, director of
the National Àquaculture Research fnstitute, on snapper fry
rearing. Although the artificial tank culture of snapper fry
resulted in high survival rates they performed rather poorly in
culture. The best fish were those grown in earthern ponds and fed
Iargely on natural zooplankton. The premium these fry commanded
from the fish farmers was forcing a return towards these moret'naturaltt rearing systems.

In addition researchers in Japan are very aware of the poor
energy economy of their present systems of aquaculture. Finfish
farming largely consists of very inefficiently converting the low
priced but abundant clupeid resource int,o more highly valued
fishes.

JAPANESE TMPRESSIONS

Japan begins at Àuckland Airport. English and then Japanese
voices told us to get on the Air New Zealand jumbo. Down in the
economy section, half the cargo were Japanese. Here I met
disposable chopsticks, the eating utensils which consume the
world's forests. But the third meal included a sizeable wad of
steak; then even the Japanese broke out their knives and forks.
Narita Àirport was a buzz, definitely a foreign country.
fncomprehensible announcements, multiple leveÌs of cars and
buses, fumes and noise. Found the hoter bus, found the prebooked
room and feigned death. My headcold was getting worse.
Helpful tips for foreigners in Japan:

1. Despite what the books say; Japan in October is hot and humid.

2. Part corollary of 1. You don't really need a jacket, a
raincoat, woolry socks, denim trousers- nor two copies of Bob's
book plus 5 kg of other gifts. Because every scientist you meet
wÍIr present you with copies of his pubrished works, this problem
gets worse.
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3. Useful reÍnforcement of 1 and 2 can be gained by dragging your
suitcase up and down the 4-5 levels of Tokyo Station whíle
searching for the correct platform.

Narita, 70 km from Tokyo, is ranked as one of the world's least
convenient airports. Next morning, after retracÍng my steps
through the security fences, passport checks, compulsory
disembarking etc to get pasÈ the riot police around Naríta (Fig
38), I began using my Japan RaÍI Pass to get to Tokyo. I strongly
reco¡nmend one of these RaiL Passes, which offer unlimited travel
for a set period, for anyone travelling in Japan. They must be
prepurchased in New Zealand.

Àt a railway station, my first serious Japanese transaction,
breakfast. A woman in a tiny cubicle flinched when I handed over
Y10000 (approx $108) for a bento. Rice, dried seaweed, pickled
ginger, radish and a slice of battered pork with plum sauce, all
in dinky compartments in a little cardboard box. There was
change. Refreshed wíth a tin of "Pokari Sweat" I headed for Tokyo
on an electric train. The rest of Japan had the same idea. How
many people can you jam into a train ?. Feeling guilty about my
suitcase, which had excluded at least two Japanese, I reached
Tokyo t grêy skies and concrete apartment blocks (Fig 39).

SOUTH

A butlet train south (Fig 40) was fast, clean and still packed.
The Landscape changed from concrete to smaller towns, rÍce fields
and neatly manicured rows of tea. Smaller streams were reduced
to simple concrete flumes but there $¡ere numerous rivers with
surprisingly good water quality. Lines of plastic litter clearly
marked the latest flood level. Larger rivers were braided and
Iooked much like South Island rivers. Except for the banks, vast
quantities of concrete lined the banks. AI1 sorts of patterns of
blocks and monolÍthsr âD engineer's delight. Àt the conference I
was shown "ecology concrete blockst'. Concrete blocks surfaced
with natural stones and yes, even concrete ttapartment" blocks
with chambers ínside for the fishes to líve. The japanese are
very good wíth concrete.

Later the train traversed an extensive delta where massive oil
refineríes and factories with familiar names, were interspersed
with ricefields and eel culture ponds. The eel ponds were small
(around 20x20 m) and kept in full green algal bloom. eIl had
floating paddle wheel aerators, a variety of dilapidated eel
feeding sheds and eel "securityt' fences. The primary construction
material appeared to be rusting corrugated iron. The water table
in this area was high and I wondered whether they can drain for
harvesting.

From Nagoya a suburban train took me to Gifu, where r was taken
for Y1 280 and a torturous taxi ride to ny hotel (one block from
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the station). It rained. On television the weather map showed a
typhoon approaching. My nose ran unceasingly.

THE CONFERENCE

The next day was the conference, held at yet another (and
grander) hotel, the Gifu Grand Hotel ín fact. A noteworthy
feature was the muzak, piped warbler twitterings.
Japanese are a people of consensusr ot so the books say. Rank
dispute Ís not supposed to ripple the tranquilÍty of their
society. The three policemen haranguing some teenagers beside
their car beneath my hoter window one night had not read those
books. The conference also carried an agenda of dispute. An
American deregate tord me the primary purpose of the conference
was to support construction of a barrage across the estuary on
the Nagara River. FÍshermen and environmentalÍsts had objected.
Therefore the engineers decided on a show of forcer ân
international Conference to prove that technical fixes to fish
passage problems were at hand.

It was reputed that regardless of any findings, the barrage wouLd
be built. Àpparently many Japanese bíologists boycotted the
Conference. The foreign biologísts were scarcely more
constructive: they aII reiterated the same Iítany; "Before you
build a físh pass consult with biologists; as you build the fish
pass consult with biologists; when you have built a fish pass,
use biologists to monitor successtt.

An interesting contributÍon was made by Osamu Yamaguchi, from the
Technology Research Center for Riverfront Development. This
heretic tentatively suggested that rivers need large and small
stones, bends, deep and shallow water and even trees. He was
disposed of on the grounds that such meddling could endanger
Iives from flooding.

Seventy eight papers were presented over the two day conference.
Fifty three were by ,Japanese authors and were in Japanese.
SÍmultaneous translation gave me the gist of these (in a
female/japanese/american accent) -there were no female
contributions. Apart from an impossibly harsh chairman (who
finished our session with 15 minutes to spare and then failed to
use this time), I felt my presentation went well. Although the
Japanese said little, some of the foreign participants were
interested and I was asked a number of questions.

Obviously I could not hope to attend all the sessíons but I have
used my notes and the proceedings to make comment on subjects
which I think are rel-evant for New Zea1and.
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THE AYU FISH

The Nagara River is famous for the ayu fishery. Every night in
the season, traditional wooden boats anchor on the fishing
grounds in front of a fleet of spectator craft. The water is lit
¡V flares while flocks of tame cormorants (shags if you like)
dive for the ayu fish. Ayu fish, or sweet fish, are also caught
with nets, inclined plane traps (Fig 41 ) and fÍshíng rods. The
harvest is ruthless and Íntense. Ayu fish (which do taste sweet)
are sold at better restaurants and strangely preserved plastic
shrink-wrapped specimens were on sale at the Hotel gíft shop. Ayu
were a majór topic at the conference. Fifty three percent of the
japanese papers had ayu fish as a major or primary topic-

What Ís relevant about ayu fish for New Zealand ?. To start with,
the ayu fish is a salmonid with very similar ecology to the
extinót New Zealand grayling. The ayu fish is diadromous and the
larvae are swept out to sea from the spawning grounds on the
Iower reaches of the rivers. Just tíke our whitebait larvae grow
over the winter and return as juveniles to freshwater in the
spring. Feeding and growing as they go, the ayu fish rnígrate
uþstréam to thé upper reaches of the rivers where they est,ablish
féeding territories. Adult ayu fish are herbivorous and rasp
diatomã from the river stones. In autumn thís annual fish is 15-
30 cm long and is sexually mature. The adults then mígrate back
downstream to spawn and die. I think that answers to fish passage
problems for this fish are much more relevant for our native
iishes than solutions attained in other countries for upstream
spawning migrations of adult salmon and trout.

OTHER FISHES

Contributions from the Chinese and the Australians v¡ere also
relevant. The Chinese because they have problems with various
specíes of juvenile carp, fishes which are small and slow
sioim*ing. rhe Australians have problems with mullet and ot'her
amphidrómous species. They plan to throw some money at thÍs
próblem and we should keep informed of their progress.

The Àmericans presented a range of designs, ranging from lakeside
cooling water intakes which reduce fish entrainment, to mini-PVC
pipe pàsses to allow salmon fry into beaver dams.

A DAY OUT

The Conference excursion took us to a rice irrigation barrage
built on a tributary of the Nagara River (Fig 42). The typhoon
had petered out and the sun shone. We watched a video of juvenile
ayu iwimming up the fish pass. It was obvious to the biologists
that these ãist¡ hrere having trouble with the water velocity and
turbulence. How wiII the much smaller migrants fare on the new
barrage on the estuarY ?.
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I began to realise just how rich the Japanese are when the fieldtrip diverted to the art gallery. rn this provinciar city hungworks by Cezanne, Monet and Picasso. a very níce traditiónal ñea1was provÍded for runch, one dish was a grilred ayu físh each.People were very well dressed, polite añd friendiy (Fig 43).Appres cost $4.30 each. The junkyards were piled iour ñigrr withthe sorts of cars seen on the roads of New Zearand.

AQUÀCULTURE AND FTSHERTES RESEARCH

Next day, at precisery 9am, r was colrected and taken to see twofisheries research stations. One was devoted to the culture ofayu. The fairure of many fishpasses has reguired a massiverestocking effort. This prace produced aroùnd one millionfingerrings each. ye3r. Eggs are stripped from wird caught adurtsand reared on. The rarvae are grown in huge concrete tãnks inartificial seawater, fed on cultured rotiiers. (shades ofwhitebait farming). $lhen the ayu are ready to live in freshwaterthey are trucked upstream past the dams and released.
The next research station was well inland. The road wound throughhirrs of conifer forest, the rivers were clean and brue, rinedwith bourders and ayu fishermen. The fishing method is veryinteresting, if somewhat subtry Japanese. Aiu fish areherbivorous, they are not interestéa in bailed hooks. But theyare territorial and fiercely chase intruders. The ayu fishermánattaches a live ayu to an immensely long fishing roã and swims itacross the territory of other ayu. Í{hen they attack thisinterloper they become Ímpaled on the triplé jag hook which ittrairs. clad in sprit-toed neoprene waderl, trótãing their rods
and trairing live boxesr âyu fishermen were a co¡nmon sight (Fig
441 .

The research station was very familiar, concrete and the remainsof experiments past. cats, ravens and kites lurked around theperimeter. r saw sarmon and rather tatty rainbow trout. They
needed settlement ponds, water growing sewage fungus wasdischarged straight into the neárby river. sut théy did havetriploid (sterile) ayu fish (Fig 45). Naturally thãse non-maturing fish just keep on growing and shourd þrovÍde muchinterest for the ayu fishermen. Pèrhaps we could substitute forour extinct grayring wÍth sterile ayu ?. . . we courd offer
uncrowded fishing for giant ayu fish fed on the nuisance sunmerslimes of our warmer stoney rÍvers... Wou1d the tourists flock in?...

There was a break through in culture of roach for food (Fig 46).
Loach had been persuaded to spawn amongst polystyrene packlngmaterial. So much better than the moss-covéreã river slones r]sedin the past. My kindry guide noted my running nose and gave methree capsures of something. He also promiseã me a rist of themedications used to contror fish diseases. He may have given me

È--
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the same stuff, for in a dozey state that, evening, the second
train I caught was earlier than scheduled. This threw the whole
system Ínto confusion. My host at Tsu, a university lecturer,
airived to wait for the correct train. I had already gone outside
the station to wait for him. Sometime later, enlivened only by an
evangelist who asked me to join her in a short happiness Prayer,
r weñt to the stationrnaster. An hour later my desperately worried
host also went to the statÍonmaster. Às I was the only European
anywhere his problem was found. Í{e repaired to an eel restaurant
nolable for hóles punched through the paper screens- Thence to
hís house to drink beer, nibble dried bears paw (yeech) and
discuss ayu fishing. My host had a forrnidable reputation as an
ayu fishei*an. His deepfreeze was packed to prove i!. His family
rêmaíned ín Tokyo for Lhe children's education, while he taught
at this provincial university. Many of the biologists I met lived
apart frãm theír families, seeing them once or perhaps twÍce a
month. Such is the competition for jobs that only the best city
schools will do. Although 45t wiII go on to university'
schooldays for Japanese is the "examination heII" '

Next morning, after mastering corridor slippers, tatami mat
socks, toilet slippers and learning abor¡t low slung overhead
fittings, he took me to Mie Universíty. I repeated my lecture
(slowly) to a class of senior fisheries students and was then
gi.r"r, õrre. to a biologÍst from the National Fisheries Research
Centre.

g{e drove to another familiar place where Russian hybrid sturgeon
(bester), salmon, goldfish and carp swan ín a variety of concrete
ponds. Á'nuge tank-room had every variety of cold and-hot (oil
ireated) runñing water. An enormous glass-sided hydraulic flume
took my fancy (fig aZ). My host was an electrophoresis man who
had dropped out of the international salmon fishery to
concentiäte ott endangered cypriniids. Lowland fishes appear to
have had a pretty thin time in modern Japan. Discussíng the
neutral allèIe hypothesis, we went on to the coast, to the
National AquaculLure Research Institute. A danger on the journey
was speeding yellowtail kingfish tankers. This fish is a major
aq,racülture sþecies and the premÍum is on healthy live fish.
pórts in the Lanks al-Iowed yòu to see the fish swimming inside as
the seawater laden trucks blasted past.

Pearl oyster culture rafts lined the bay. Inshore expensive
looking aluminium floating cages housed snapperr Iellowtail
pufferãish (the deadly Japanese delicacy). Seaweed culture
ñ.tng along the shoreline. People at the Research Institut'e
remãmbereã peter Smith with affection. f was given a slide
presentation on aquaculture in Japan. Aquaculture produces 10* of
Lhe maríne products consumed in Japan but 208 of the value.
Seaweed, yeilowtail kingfish, scallops, snapper, horse mackerel
and then ãttri*ps and paua are the major species. Believe it or
not a rapidly growing industry is the culture of ascidians.

and
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Unfortunately autumn is a quiet period for marine fish breedíng
so not much was happening ín the tanks. I watched my first live
herrÍngs feeding, while a video camera recorded their behaviour.
Aquaculture of fishes depends on exploitation of the clupeid
resource and is recognised as an inefficient method of protein
production.

LIVING TT UP

A group from the station took me to a Japanese Family Inn for a
traditÍonal meal. Kneeling around a low table we ate raw tuna,
raw snappêrr raw squid and thin soup with lumps of bean curd.
There was shrimp, green peppers and small fish all fried in light
batter. Boiled halves of swimming crab and slices of octopus
garnished with grated white radish; dried seaweed, horse radish
and soya sauce. And of course there were bowls of sticky, Iarge
grained Japanese rice. High1y expensive melons and a small dish
of icecream came for dessert and throughout we drank Japanese
beer (good), warmed rice wine and cups of green tea. My hosts
$rere impressed to learn I could afford a pony for my daughter,
although it was pointed out that Y40000 woul-d not buy much horse
in Japan. My 17 year old Holden Kingswood was a source of
amusement.

I was left here and after an incredibly hot bath in a tiny sguare
tub, slept beneath a futon on a mattress laid out on the rice
straw matting. At 6am the next morning the village roudspeaker
system began it's announcements. Musing on the concept of privacy
r ate a Japanese breakfast (the rice, boiled cockles and bean
soup was O.K., but couldn't deal with the raw egg)(Fig aB).
Clutching that impossible suitcase I negotiated the narrow, badly
designed staircase with undersized corridor srippers jammed on
the ends of my oversized feet. The famiry rined up to bow me out
the door.

SIGHTSEETNG

It was Saturday, a holiday and raining, but Masanori AzeLa, the
Àguaculture Research Institute Director came in his own car to
show me around. fùe visited a commercial snapper breeding farm
which concentrated on producing fingerrings for sale to other
farmers. This guy did alright, nice house, BMW and plenty of
other toys; sailboats, jet skis and wind-surfers lying about. In
a huge concrete tank within a shed swam specially selected
broodstock, beautiful healthy big físh. Automated temperature and
photoperiod control and harvesting of naturally spawned eggs.
What amazed me was the 3km concrete faced seawall cutting across
the bay. The físhfarning company simply constructed the waII and
the area behind was thej-rs for fishfarming. Local rice-farmers
previously agreed that it would protect their crops from
flooding. fmagine getting away with that in New Zealand !.

_)
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On to the Toba Public Aquarium, Y2000 a head and over one míllion
visÍtors within 4 monthi of opening. The Director's card got us
in free plus a tour with the curator. Iluge reef tanks and a
kaleidoscope of colour and variety. Notable points were breeding
pearly nautilisr âû ecotone tank of fish completely new to me

irom the Mekong River, a handreared pigmy whale which could
recognise the curator through the acrylic tank walls from amongst
the õrowds of ,Japanese (hard enough for me on the outside).

On to Mikimoto Pearl Island where I watched oysters beíng
implanted with pearl nuclei. This is sonething I plan to try. Mr
l¡ikimoto should be a hero of aquaculture, a bÍologist who made
good with an outrageous idea. Japanese women divers (Àma), did
ttreir display while we sheltered from the rain in the VIP lounge.

AT HOME WITH THE HANCHETS

Town and Country planning does not seem big in Japan. Houses,
fields and industry form a hodge-podge. Streets and house-
numbering conform to no obvious logÍc. The taxi-driver from
Shimizu Station took two radiotelephone calls plus a phone call
to the Hanchets to find their apartment block. Stu¡ Sally and Tom

Hanchet live Ín a large apartment by Japanese standards but it
seemed well occupied with John KapalÍs and I both sleeping on the
f1oor. Next day we toured (Fig 49); Shimizu aquarium had breeding
tropical coral reef fish, giant spider crabs, jellyfish and
ctritle¿ tanks with deepwater fish. Oblivious to the custom that
swimming stops on September 1st, we picnicked beside a stoney
river and swãm among the ayu fish. The last typhoon had washed
ar^ray most of the plastic. Tour buses of Japanese observed the
craày Gaijins. In a park I saw the most valuable fish of the
trip. It Ãeemed to be the annual fancy gotdfish championships and
peoþte were serious. In a tent the judges sat, surrounded by
õrnäte trophÍes. In rows of enamel bowls swam strange mutant
goldfish valued up to Y4OOO00 each ($4300) (Fig 50)..Try buying
[,hose by the kilol . An ancient wooden temple (Fig 51) was dark
and musLy inside, the 300 year old garden showed to my êYêr signs
of wear but a supermarket fish display was pretty ínteresting,
where else can you See new species ?. We wanted to, but we missed
playing pachÍnko. Pachinko, (pinball) is a Japanese obsession.
Row upon row of machines in enormous buildings. Neon and strobes,
blariñg music and the roar of thousands of twirling ball
bearings. Ànother unsolved Japanese mystery.

FISHPASSES

I had never heard of Sendai before, a city bigger than Auckland
ín Northern Honshu. Decoratively paved footpaths, lines of ginko
trees, traffic and people. Tarsealing and pavement work was being
done at night so that everything would be immaculate again by
morning.
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FIG 42 Rìce 'irrì gat'ion barrage
on the Nagara River
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FIG 40 Bul I et trai ns

Inc1 i ned p1 ane traP f or
downstream m'igrat'ing aYu fish

FIG 41
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FIG 43 Strol I ì ng 'in the Park
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Dr Reubin Sato was my guide, a retíred university biologist now
consulting for the Tokohu Construction Company. A Company van and
driver took us many k's on toll hÍghways to visit 4 fish passes
Sato-san had designed. Entrance siting was his major theme.
Salmon vrere important up here and the increasing success of ocean
ranching chum salmon was interesting. One fish pass had set nets
for the Ministry of Fisheries hatchery below it. Commercial ocean
ranchers with hatcheries above the fish pass were less than
enthusiastic. Ànother fish pass had a cage trap for the seemingly
all-powerful Ministry set at the top end. When I asked about the
point of having a fish pass I learnt that when the Ministry has
enough eggs the Èrap Ís removed.

Ànother traditional Japanese meal with my hosts. Aware of the
honour of the New Zealand Ministry of Àgriculture and Fisheries,
I ate fried crickets and raw octopus suckers with barely a
flinch. I praised Japanese steel working techniques and they
bought me a Y7000 laminated steel vegetable knife, razor sharp, a
worthy r^reapon for any samuri housewife.

LANDUSE AND WATER QUALITY

Rice is central to Japanese culture. The high productivity of
this crop and the discípline required to grow and harvest rice
has been used to explain much about the strict organisation of
Japanese society. There were little old people, evidence of a
harsh past, permanently bowing from a life time in the rice
fietds. Nowadays rice is cut with "weed-eaters" and mini-
combines. Although they import 40* of their food, Japan is
determined to remain self-sufficient in rice no matter what the
subsidy. Japanese rice is presently 6 times the international
price. October was rice harvesting time and various types of
hand-made rice stooks dotted the field (Fig 521.

Rice growing demands flat land, the paddy field. So even the
definition of useful land may be stricter than in our society.
Thís overflows into environmental impacts on water quality and
fisheries. All flat land was completely given over to housing'
industry and agriculture. No livestock but in addition to rice I
saw lotus, arrowhead and taro as t'swamp cropstt. r tried a strange
jelly, "cognacu" made from the roots of a mallow. Mulberry is
still grown for silk, there were giant radishr'soybeans and
chrysanthemums plus familÍar plants; cabbage, onions, apples and
even kíwi-fruit (with each fruit individually wrapped in a bag).

rn contrast the hills were largely untouched and rose like green
islands above the human impact (Fig 53). Despite a population 40
times larger than New Zealand within a similar land area, the low
erosion rates of completely level paddy land combined with treed
hills could explain the surprisingly high water guality in
,Japanese rivers.
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FIG 52 (top) to Japanese

(s'ide) R'ice grows uP to the
farmhouse doorwaYs

(bottom) stooked rice wa'itìng
to be threshed

FIG 53 Where only flat land
'is I and -

Patterns of I and use at
Gìfu show'ing how the
activities are restricted
to flat land
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commuters

FIG 55

FIG 56 tuna down
bl ocks

Tokyo fìsh market,
tuna auctì on on wharf s'i

Breakì ng
su s h'im'i

FIG 57 Any kìnd of fish you
care to name was at
Tokyo fish market
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NORTH BY RÀIL

Seeking some diversity ip this culture I went north for the
morninf, to Misawa, 40.5uN (a personal record). The only
Livestóck of the trip, a few indifferent Friesians standing in
small fields of churned earth. Some dutch style barns but
basicallv the same houses, ricefields, and gardens from here back
to 34.50Ñ, definitely a homogenous society.

To take homogeneity further, Japanese can assimilate ideas from
anywhere - for example; Japanese schoolboys commonly wear an
o*inons guasi-military black uniform, for some reason borrowed
from 19tñ Century Germany. They quickly develop outside ideas to
their limits and incorporate them into Japanese society. Consider
that Japanese first saw steam engines at about the same time as
Maori. yet Japan is essentially a closed society and outsiders
are never accepted.

Japanese society is organised around groups; family, work group
anã th.n the Japanese. gVithin my own group (the biologists) ' I
found people weie very friendly. Àway from my group I was always
aware Lf¡aL I was a foreigner. Perhaps that can be expected buL I
found that third generat,ion Koreans remain from wart,ime forced
Iabour. These grandchildren, indistinguishable from Japanese,
still cannot lõgalty leave home without their fingerprinted
"alien" cards. The Japanese are resolutely unassimilable.

Back to Tokyo and a nightmare journey of the right but the wrong
train. Too ignorant to find out times for express, Iimited
express or lócat, I lurched slowly toward Maebashi. At one stage
thä commuter crush ripped the straps off my shoulder pack. Three
hours late and the welcoming committee had started on the beer.
The hostess was amused by my height and hairiness, Ít was easy to
be entertaining.

FISHPASSES ON THE TONE RIVER

I was with Shunroku Namakura and Toshiro Kuge again. We looked at
Japanese catfish and ayu culture at Gumma Prefecture Fisheries
Uxþerimental station then set out for the Tone River. The Tone
niler interested me because it is a place outside China, on a
river equivalent in length to New Zealand rivers, where grass
carp have spawned naturãIly. Now a flood control scheme and
divèrsions have modified the lower river and spawnÍng is no
longer successful. I was surprised how small this river wast
s*aÍIer than the Waikato for example. However, the Tone has a
much more extreme temperature regime than our North Island
rivers, the middle and upper reaches were fast flowing and
turbulånt, salmonid fraUiLàt. Here was the Ayado Dam, 10m high
with a fishladder stretching 1 67m downstream in a series of 1 00run

high sit1s. Ayu fish get paÀt this obstacle but wÍth a total of I
*eírs of various types to negotiate from the sea, only the
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migrants that are strong swimmers and jumpers such as cherry
salmon, can now maintain a natural population in the river.

At 1000m altitude a 147m high water reservoir dam was under
construction. No fish pass is intended for this structure but a
diversion weir on a tríbutary had a small pool and weir pass for
the land-locked cherry salmon predicted to develop in the
reservoir. Àutumn leaf colours up in the mountains were very
pretty although the orifices of the pass were choked wÍth the
resultÍng sticks and leaves.

Later an ínteresting Ínterlude was spent sitting in a dry
fishpass on a rice irrigation weir while Shunroku-san explained
how the design could be optimised.

FINDING À BED

I was then placed on the bullet train back to Tokyo. Tokyo is a
hotel owner's dream, 100å room occupancy. Tramped the streets
for three hours with that 25kg suitcase and nobody would help.
TaxÍ drivers knew nothing, not even a capsule hotel (not that I
would have fitted into the cupboards called "rooms" anyway). At a
koban (police box) in the suburbs, I used police influence to get
a room in a rather down-market hotel-cum-buddist temple. The tiny
old lady who ran the show made it very clear that breakfast was
Ímpossible, then gave me a tin of iced coffee to drink. The bath
was too hot for life-formsr so after a splash from the tap, I
climbed back up the many stairs and landings and crawled into a
crummy bed. That night the Tokyo mosquitos feasted weII.

Wondering v¡hy the Japanese do not design a flush toilet that
actually flushes, I fled the incense and drums back towards
Tokyo. Using police influence again I scored a hotel room for
only Y11000($120) a night. with what remained of the day I
visited a museum and the art gallery in the Emperor's Park.
Original William B1ake lithographs on display, his uncompromising
puritanism had never appealed. I was becoming jaded. It was
depressing to see European hippies squatting in the park trying
to seII trinkets to the clean and tidy Japanese. A foretaste of
the future for New Zealand ?.

But how long can the Japanese themselves compete against the
other asian economies ?. Akihibara, the electronics quarter, had
shop after shop jam packed with TV and video players. HumÍdifiers
going full blast on the pavement, touts and stereos on full
noise. But prices vrere highr Do cheaper than in New Zealand, and
there was no interest in bargaining. In back alleys, derelicts
slept on piles of cardboard boxes.

THE FISH MÀRKET

Next morningr ßy last. in Japan, I rose at 4:30am and took the 2nd

/,
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traín of the day to Tokyo Municipal Fish Market. While waiting
noticed the daily timetable formed a nice bimodal distribution.
At peak periods Lhe commuter trains come through every 2.5
minütes ánd like everything in Japan, those trains are always on
time (Fig 54).

The fish market was fascinating. Tuna is served very raw and very
fresh, Japanese beef. Tokyo's supply is auctioned between 5:30
ana giOO ät tttis market. Tuna boats tie up alongsÍde the wharf
and unload fish from the world's oceans (Fig 55). There was a
warehouse filled with rovt upon row of the frozen corpses of
jigantic fish, then planks ãnd ptanks of frozen swordfish. A knot
óf-J"putt.". followed the haggling auctíoneer across this
wasteiand. Behind them motoiized trollies hauled sold fish off to
the bandsaws. In the rest of the market levels of middlemen dealt
in smaller and smaller blocks of tuna (Fig 56). Then there !{ere
the many other kinds of fish and seafoods the Japanese eat.
enythinô you like; live octopus and live eel, dried clupeids attg
p=å..="ãd fish sausage (Iike watery cheese in texture, fishy and
rubbery). Norwegian éalmon and herring spawn laid on seaweed,

=rr.pp.i and to.ñ lobster still twitching, it was all there (Fig
5Z).-I went from aisle to aisle making notes as I could of
species and prices possibly of interest in New Zealand. One point
rä" that the farmed- specieÁ commanded the lowest prices at around
Y1500-2500/kg (Fig 58).Live or verv fresh wild food had the
premium. pauá team please note: the highest príced product I saw

ioa" Iive paua (y143ö0/kg or Et68/kS for a species with a grey and
brown striped foot). By 8:30 it was all over, a huge pile of
smashed poiystyrene boies that previouslV held the world's finest
seafood iay-in-the parking area. Hundreds of trucks and vans
queued to joín the traffic fre',,y outside the gates.

BÀCK TO KIWI

I took IOOASA film to Japan. I would not recommend this as 1Í9ht
levels were very tow at most times and excessively slow shutter
speeds were neeáed. At 5:30pm at Narita- a JAL Jumbo took off as
ti:e sun sank into the line óf brown murk rimming the horízorl. The

exposure meter said no light, and that was it for the land of the
rising sun.

Before I went to Japan I listened attentivety to speeches from
captains of industry and various politicians about the Japanese
miiacle. Japanese work habits anil business ethics are held up as
an example ior we laggard kiwis. Japan is our future. I think
they gaitt their Ímprèssions while pampered guest': of the Japanese
estãUÍi-shment. .fapán j.s viewed through the tinted windows of
Iimousines and first class hotels. A warm and rosy feeling
ãenefops easÍIy in these cÍrcumstances. Advocates of wholesale
i**igrätion to "Japanise" New Zealand should be sent to spend a
montñ ín Tokyo, oD the average pay, working in an average job and
commuting wiÉn the masses. tñen they could experience humans at
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pest densities (Fig 59).

The next day New Zealand was so clean. Glistening emeral-d
paddocks and sharp horizons hurt my eyes. we are lucky to have a
sma1l steady state population within the limits of renewable
resources. Pray that economics and international trade does not
take it away.
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Getting the low down on aquaculture
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FIG 58 Cultured fish
(L - R) Yellowtail

Sn apper
Trev al I ey
Fl ounder
J ackmackeral

Side: Ocean ranched salmon
from off Hokkaido

FIG 59 Peopl e, peop'le, peoPl e
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